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Abstract—Segmenting a single image into multiple coherent groups remains a challenging task in the field of computer vision.

Particularly, spectral segmentation which uses the global information embedded in the spectrum of a given image’s affinity matrix is a

major trend in image segmentation. This paper focuses on the problem of efficiently learning a full range of pairwise affinities gained by

integrating local grouping cues for spectral segmentation. We first construct a sparse multilayer graph whose nodes are both the pixels

and the oversegmented regions obtained by an unsupervised segmentation algorithm. By applying the semi-supervised learning

strategy to this graph, the intra and interlayer affinities between all pairs of nodes can be estimated without iteration. These pairwise

affinities are then applied into the spectral segmentation algorithms. In this paper, two types of spectral segmentation algorithms are

introduced: K-way segmentation and hierarchical segmentation. Our algorithms provide high-quality segmentations which preserve

object details by directly incorporating the full-range connections. Moreover, since our full affinity matrix is defined by the inverse of a

sparse matrix, its eigendecomposition can be efficiently computed. The experimental results on the BSDS and MSRC image

databases demonstrate the superiority of our segmentation algorithms in terms of relevance and accuracy compared with existing

popular methods.

Index Terms—Spectral segmentation, hierarchical segmentation, affinity estimation, semi-supervised learning

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

UNSUPERVISED image segmentation, clustering of pixels
into meaningful image regions without any prior

knowledge, is a fundamental but challenging problem in
computer vision. The main research directions for this
include mode-seeking [1], [2], deterministic annealing [3],
stochastic clustering [4], [5], mixture model [6] [7], rate
distortion [8], graph-based model [9], [10], [11], contour-
based model [12], [13], and other variational methods [14],
[15]. In most researches, the image segmentation problem is
described as assigning a label to every pixel in a specific
globalization framework. However, the appearance-based
local methods such as mean shift (MShift) [1] are still popular
for obtaining oversegmented regions with detailed bound-
aries. Thus, combining the advantages of local and global
approaches is beneficial in image segmentation [16], [17].

In recent years, spectral segmentation has become a
major trend in image segmentation. It typically starts from
local information encoded in a graph-based representation
of a given image, and partitions that image according to
the global information embedded in the spectrum of the
graph affinity matrix. Most methods [9], [18] take
K eigenvectors of the affinity matrix, and then invoke
another technique, such as K-means, to cluster pixels by

their respective K components in the eigenvectors. How-
ever, these methods often break uniform regions where the
eigenvectors have smooth gradients. To circumvent this
difficulty, other methods [13] construct a hierarchy of
regions that is consistent with the contour signals in the
eigenvectors themselves.

1.1 Motivation

In natural images, many problems make segmentation
difficult, such as determining faint object boundaries and
separating highly cluttered backgrounds. As a popular
way to solve these problems, several recent approaches
[19], [18] have attempted to integrate local grouping cues
across long-range connections in image space. Although
their segmentation results are usually impressive, the
direct use of long-range connections entails great computa-
tional costs. Therefore, the use of approximate techniques
to propagate local grouping cues into larger image areas
has been proposed.

Sampling-based model: In [20], the Nyström method to
find numerical approximations to large-scale problems
allows one to extrapolate the complete solution using a
small random subset of pixels. Although this sampling-
based model substantially reduces the computational costs,
its accuracy is affected by the random sample selection.

Region-based model: In [21], [22], [8], the segmentation
results are obtained by grouping nonoverlapping regions,
instead of pixels. This region-based model is inspired by the
hard constraint that the pixels in a particular region should
have the same label. It has the advantage of using more
informative features extracted from the inner pixels of a
region, as well as of transferring local grouping cues to a
larger image area with links across regions. However, since
it enforces region constraints strongly, the segmentation
results highly depend on the initial region boundaries.
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Multiscale model: In [23], [24], [18], the segmentation
methods are based on multiscale model to combine both
coarse- and fine-level image details. Although this model
gives efficient approximation for the incorporation of long-
range connections with low complexity, due to inherent
coarsening error fine-level details along object boundaries
are not well recovered.

Multilayer model: In [16], [17], the multilayer graph
was designed. In each layer, the nodes consist of pixels or
over-segmented regions by MShift with different para-
meters. By defining the intra and interlayer affinities
between graph nodes, local grouping cues can be propa-
gated over a large area. However, since using long-range
affinities leads to excessive complexity, the range of
affinities is generally limited.

Unlike the above-mentioned approximation models, we
try to design and use a full range affinity model in the
spectral segmentation framework so that we can obtain
high-quality segmentation results efficiently by using the
proposed affinity model.

1.2 Contributions

The key contributions of our algorithm are as follows:

1. A new affinity model for spectral segmentation is
introduced. Unlike previous models learned from a
large labeled dataset [19], or from only local proper-
ties of adjacent pixels [26], [18], using the relevance
scores between all pairs of pixels, estimated by semi-
supervised learning (SSL) [27], [28], [29], as affinities
is proposed. A multilayer graph whose nodes
consist of the oversegmented regions by MShift as
well as the pixels is first constructed. Then, the
affinities between each node and other nodes are
estimated by applying the SSL strategy to this graph
through assuming the current node as labeled data
and the others as unlabeled data. Fig. 1 clearly shows
that our model intuitively provides much better
affinities in highly textured images compared with
the general affinity model [18] that heuristically
unifies the color and boundary cues.

2. Spectral analysis of our full affinity matrix is done
efficiently. In general, performing spectral analysis
of a full large matrix requires a prohibitively
expensive computation. However, since our full
affinity matrix is expressed as the inverse of a sparse
matrix, its eigendecomposition is very efficient using
the basics of matrix computation [30].

3. We introduce two types of spectral segmentation
algorithms based on our affinity matrix: K-way
segmentation [31], [9], [32] and hierarchical segmen-
tation [33]. For K-way segmentation, our algorithm
FNCut clusters all pixels and regions simultaneously
into the K visually coherent groups in a single
multilayer framework of Normalized Cuts. For
hierarchical segmentation, our algorithm fPb-OWT-
UCM produces a hierarchy of regions from the
contour signals in the eigenvectors using a sequence
of two transformations: Oriented Watershed Trans-
form (OWT) [34] and Ultrametric Contour Map
(UCM) [35].

4. Our spectral segmentation algorithms, FNCut and
fPb-OWT-UCM, produce high-quality segmentation
results by considering all intra and interlayer
affinities. Fig. 2 shows that FNCut produces much
better K-way segmentations with object details than
other spectral segmentation methods such as
Normalized Cuts (NCut) [9] and Multiscale NCut
(MNCut) [18]. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of fPb-
OWT-UCM with other existing hierarchical seg-
mentation methods based on the sequence of
operations OWT and UCM: Canny-OWT-UCM
and gPb-OWT-UCM [33] that use the Canny edge
detector (Canny) [36] and the global boundary
detector (gPb) [25] for contour detection, respec-
tively. The results by fPb-OWT-UCM contain fewer
superfluous edges in highly textured regions than
those by Canny-OWT-UCM and more detailed
object boundaries than those by gPb-OWT-UCM.

1.3 Overview of This Paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We first
review the previous affinity models in Section 2. Our
affinity model is then discussed in Section 3. The spectral
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Fig. 1. Learning pairwise affinities. (a) Image with a user-given pixel
point +. (b)-(d) Affinity images between + and other pixels in the image,
where red represents a greater affinity. These affinities are obtained by
the general color+boundary affinity model used in MNCut [18], our
proposed model, and the ground-truth affinity function from human
annotations, respectively.

Fig. 2. Introducing K-way segmentation. (a) Original image. (b)-(d) K-
way partitioning by NCut [9], MNCut [18], and our algorithm FNCut with
the boundaries drawn in red, respectively.

Fig. 3. Introducing hierarchical segmentation. (a)-(c) Hierarchical
segmentations of an input image in Fig. 2a by Canny-OWT-UCM,
gPb-OWT-UCM [25], and our algorithm fPb-OWT-UCM, respectively.
(d) Human boundaries. Darker color means greater edgeness.



segmentation algorithms based on our full affinities are
presented in Section 4. The experiments are given in
Section 5, and finally, discussions are made in Section 6.

2 PREVIOUS AFFINITY MODELS

In the spectral segmentation algorithms, defining the
affinity model gained by integrating local grouping cues
such as color and boundary is important. Now, we review
several previous affinity models, except the learned ones
[19] from a large training dataset with the manually
segmented images. The affinity wij between two pixels i

and j is modeled according to the grouping cues used as
follows:

1. Color-based model: Close-by pixels with similar
colors likely belong to the same segment. The
color-based affinity model ’c is usually formulated
by [9] [37]

wij ¼ ’cði; jÞ ¼ exp �
kxi � xjk2

�x
�
kgi � gjk2

�g

 !
;

ð1Þ

where xi and gi denote the position and color values
of pixel i, respectively. Fig. 4b shows that connecting
pixels by color is useful when linking disjointed
object parts. However, this process results in errors if
the background has a similar color distribution as
the object parts.

2. Boundary-based model: Edgeness is an important
cue to detect a potential object boundary. The
boundary-based affinity model ’b is commonly
formulated by measuring the edge magnitude
between two pixels [26]:

wij ¼ ’bði; jÞ ¼ exp �
maxi02ij k�i0 k

2

��

 !
; ð2Þ

where ij is a straight line joining two pixels i and j,
and �i is the edge strength of pixel i. This
boundary-based model is particularly useful when
the background clutter has a similar color as the
object body, such as in Fig. 4c. However, since it is
based on the edgeness along the straight line

between two pixels without considering all possible
paths in image space, texture edges often disturb
the affinity estimation.

3. Combined model: To design a better affinity model
for all natural images, the combination of the color
and boundary cues is helpful. They can be simply
combined with a parameter � for the combined
affinity model ’m as follows [18]:

wij ¼ ’mði; jÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
’cði; jÞ � ’bði; jÞ

p
þ � � ’bði; jÞ;

ð3Þ

where there are two models ’c and ’b in (1) and (2),
respectively. Fig. 4d shows some affinity images
gained through this combined model. However, the
model ’m still has some weaknesses in long-range
affinity estimation since it is formulated by naively
mixing two color and boundary affinity models.

3 PROPOSED FULL AFFINITY MODEL

To estimate the full pairwise affinities by integrating local
grouping cues extracted from the entire image, we propose
to use the SSL method [27], [28], [29], which is a very
successful technique to learn the global relevance scores
between labeled and unlabeled data in a sparse graph. We
first design a sparsely connected graph with multilayers for
efficiently combining local grouping cues. The relevance
scores defined by Zhou et al. [28] between all pairs of the
graph nodes are then used as the full affinities.

3.1 Graph Design

Let us construct a multilayer graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ, where the
nodes V ¼ fX [ Yg consist of a set of pixels X and the sets
of regions Y ¼ fY1 [ � � � [ YLg, and the edges E are the
undirected links, as shown in Fig. 5. The node subset Yl
contains the Nl nonoverlapping regions, generated by an
unsupervised segmentation algorithm such as MShift [1], at
the lth region-based layer. In this work, the L different
oversegmentations are used since it is known that the use of
multiple overlapped regions can reduce the errors of those
regions that may contain many objects [16]. The edges E are
linked by different criteria according to the node types. An
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Fig. 4. Examples of affinity images by the previous affinity models.
(a) Image with a user-given pixel (+). (b)-(d) Affinities between + and all
other pixels by (1)-(3), respectively.

Fig. 5. Our multilayer graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ. In (a), the graph nodes V consist
of pixels X and regions Y ¼ fY1 [ � � � [ YLg. The undirected edges E
represent the relationship between pairs of nodes. (b) and (c) show the
examples of edges (violet lines) connected to one pixel and to one
region, respectively.



undirected edge eij 2 E exists if one of the following
conditions is satisfied:

1. If two pixels i; j 2 X are adjacent, usually in the 4 or
8 neighborhood system, an intralayer edge eij
between i and j exists with the following weight !ij:

!ij ¼ exp �
kgi � gjk

�g

� �
; ð4Þ

where the constant �g that controls the strength of
the weight is defined as the variance of the total
color values.

2. If a region i and its adjacent region j share a common
boundary at the same region-based layer (i; j 2 Yl),
another intralayer edge eij is linked with the
following weight !ij:

!ij ¼ exp �
k�gi � �gjk

�g

� �
; ð5Þ

where �gi denotes the mean color values of the inner
pixels of region i.

3. If a pixel i 2 X is included in its corresponding
region j 2 Yl, an interlayer edge eij is added with the
following weight !ij:

!ij ¼ �; ð6Þ

where � is a parameter that controls a positive
correlation between pixel- and region-based layers.

The intralayer weights in (4) and (5) encode the color cues
in Lab color space, similarly as in (1). Since the correlation
between the pixels in the same region is more emphasized
through the interlayer connections between the region and
its inner pixels in (6), the region itself provides implicit
boundary information as the boundary cue instead of image
edges such as in (2). Therefore, the tradeoff between our
color and boundary cues is captured by a parameter � .

3.2 Learning Full Affinities

Let � ¼ ½�ij�N�N , where N ¼ jVj is the number of nodes,
denote the affinity matrix. To learn the full affinities �, we
borrow ideas from SSL. Each node m and all other nodes
V � fmg are first assigned as labeled and unlabeled nodes,
respectively, and then the relevance scores between labeled
and unlabeled nodes are determined by applying the SSL
strategy to our graph G. We propose to use these scores as
the full affinities ~�m ¼ ½�im�N�1 between that node m and all
nodes V. In this paper, two popular SSL functions  no and
 un are discussed as found in the work of Zhou et al. [28].
They can make the symmetric affinity matrix � whose
elements are sufficiently smooth with respect to the intrinsic
structure of the graph.

1.  no: First, the affinity vector ~�m of all nodes V from a
node m can be formulated:

~�m ¼ ½ noð�;mÞ�N�1 ¼ cðI� ð1� cÞPÞ
�1~bm; ð7Þ

where I is the identity matrix of size N , and P is the
bi-normalized adjacency matrix � ¼ ½!ij�N�N in (4)-
(6): P ¼ D�

1
2�D�

1
2, where the degree matrix D ¼

diagð½d1; . . . ; dN �Þ is diagonal with di ¼
PN

j¼1 !ij. The

vector ~bm ¼ ½bim�N�1 indicating labeled node m is
N-dimensional with bim ¼ 1 if labeled node i ¼ m
and 0 otherwise. The vector ~�m in (7) can be
interpreted as the solution to minimize the following
cost function EnoðmÞ:

EnoðmÞ ¼
XN
i;j¼1

!ij
�imffiffiffiffi
di
p � �jmffiffiffiffiffi

dj
p

�����
�����
2

þ �
XN
i¼1

j�im � bimj2;

ð8Þ

where � ¼ c
1�c (0 < c < 1). The first term in EnoðmÞ is

the smoothness constraint in which good affinities
should not change too much between neighboring
nodes. However, this term is defined as local
variation by the difference in normalized affinities
between two end nodes of each edge. Thus, the
smooth affinity variation between close-by nodes
cannot be guaranteed, as shown in Figs. 6e, 6f, 6g,
and 6h. The second term in EnoðmÞ is the fitting
constraint in which good affinities should not
change too much from the initial label assignment.
A positive parameter � (or c) specifies the relative
amount of smoothness and fitting constraints.

2.  un: Second, the affinity vector ~�m of all nodes V
from a node m is defined as

~�m ¼ ½ unð�;mÞ�N�1 ¼ cðD� ð1� cÞ�Þ
�1~bm: ð9Þ

The vector ~�m in (9) is the same as the solution to
minimize the following cost function EunðmÞ, similar
to EnoðmÞ in (8):

EunðmÞ ¼
XN
i;j¼1

!ijj�im � �jmj2 þ �
XN
i¼1

di �im �
bim
di

����
����
2

:

ð10Þ

The function EunðmÞ also consists of smoothness and
fitting constraints. However, compared with EnoðmÞ
in (8), the smoothness constraint in EunðmÞ is more
helpful in estimating the pairwise affinities with
local smooth variation, as shown in Figs. 6i, 6j, 6k,
and 6l. Moreover, according to the increase in the
number of over-segmentations, the intrinsic image
structure with object details is well represented in the
affinity image by solving the affinity function in (9).

Although the function  no in (7) is known to be better
than  un in (9) for classification problems [28],  un is
perceptually more suited for the affinity estimation. The
quantitative results of these two functions will be compared
in the experiments. Therefore, in this work the affinity
matrix � ¼ ½�ij�N�N is defined by using ~�m in (9) as follows:

� ¼ ½~�1; . . . ;~�N � ¼ ½ unði; jÞ�N�N
¼ cðD� ð1� cÞ�Þ�1 ¼ cZ�1;

ð11Þ

where Z ¼ D� ð1� cÞ� is positive definite. Since the
matrix Z is sparse but very large, directly inversing it
without any approximation technique is generally difficult.
Fortunately, however, our full affinity matrix � in (11) can
be efficiently used in a spectral framework.
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3.3 Spectral Analysis

Let D� ¼ diagð½d�

1 ; . . . ; d�

N �Þ, whose diagonal element is
d�
i ¼

PN
j¼1 �ij, be the degree matrix of our affinity

matrix �. The following generalized eigenvalue problem
based on the affinity matrix � is generally solved:

ðD� ��Þ~vk ¼ �kD�~vk: ð12Þ

Here, the generalized eigenvectors f~vkgk¼1;...;K , correspond-
ing to the K smallest eigenvalues 0 ¼ �1 � �2 � � � � � �K ,
can be utilized for K-way segmentation [9] and hierarchical
segmentation [33]. In general, the eigendecomposition of
the large-size full matrix requires a great computation,
which is undesirable. However, since the proposed full
affinity matrix � is expressed as the inverse of a sparse
matrix Z in (11), efficiently solving the system in (12) is
possible. We first transform this system into a standard
eigensystem as follows:

D
�1

2

� �D
�1

2

�~qk ¼ ð1� �kÞ~qk; ð13Þ

where ~qk ¼ D
1
2

�~vk is an eigenvector of D
�1

2

� �D
�1

2

� . By
substituting � in (11) and using a simple spectral theory
[30], we then rewrite (13) as the following system based on
the sparse matrix Z:

D
1
2

�ZD
1
2

�~qk ¼ "k~qk; ð14Þ

where "k ¼ c
1��k is an eigenvalue of D

1
2

�ZD
1
2

�, and the
diagonal elements of D� are computed by

�
d�

1 ; . . . ; d�

N

�T ¼ �~1N�1 ¼ cZ�1 ~1N�1; ð15Þ

where the multiplication of Z’s inversion by the all-ones
vector ~1N�1 can be efficiently done using the linear system
solver implemented by the MATLAB division operator “\”.
Thus, the K smallest eigenvalues f"kgk¼1;...;K and their
corresponding eigenvectors f~qkgk¼1;...;K of the very sparse
matrix D

1
2

�ZD
1
2

� in (14) are determined instead of the
eigendecomposition of the very dense and large matrix
D
�1

2

� �D
�1

2

� in (13). Finally, we find the generalized eigenva-
lue f�kgk¼1;...;K and their corresponding eigenvectors
f~vkgk¼1;...;K in (12) using �k ¼ 1� c

"k
and ~vk ¼ D

�1
2

�~qk,
respectively. The process of spectral analysis on our full
affinity matrix � is briefly summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Proposed Spectral Analysis
1: Given an image, construct a multilayer graph G, and

calculate its weight matrix � using (4)-(6).

2: Find the K smallest eigenvalues f"kgk¼1;...;K and their

corresponding eigenvectors f~qkgk¼1;...;K in (14) using

our affinity matrix � in (11) and its degree matrix D�

in (15).

3: Estimate the generalized eigenvalues f�kgk¼1;...;K and

eigenvectors f~vkgk¼1;...;K in (12) using �k ¼ 1� c
"k

and
~vk ¼ D

�1
2

�~qk, respectively.

Fig. 7 presents the average running time comparison with
respect to the number of pixels and some examples of the
generalized eigenvectors, produced by solving (12). Spectral
analysis of our full matrix �, which additionally computes
the degree matrix D� in (15), takes a little more time than
spectral analysis obtained by defining the sparse weight
matrix � as affinity matrix, as shown in Fig. 7b. However, the
eigenvectors based on our full affinity matrix � in Figs. 7e
and 7f vary in large uniform areas less than those based on
the very sparse matrix � in Figs. 7c and 7d. They also
contain more detailed object boundaries such as the tree’s
branches in the bottom images of Figs. 7e and 7f.

4 SPECTRAL SEGMENTATION

This paper presents two types of spectral segmentation
algorithms based on our full affinity matrix:

1. K-way segmentation: We borrow the basic idea of
Normalized Cuts [9], which associates with each
pixel a lengthK descriptor formed from entries of the
K eigenvectors and uses a clustering algorithm such
as K-means to create a hard partition of the image.

2. Hierarchical segmentation: We transform the con-
tour signals, produced by combining contour in-
formation in different eigenvectors, into a hierarchy
regions using OWT and UCM, similarly as in [33].
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Fig. 6. Examples of our affinity images using SSL [28]. (a) Image with
one pixel + selected. (b)-(d) Three oversegmentations, obtained by
varying the parameters of the MShift algorithm [1]. (e)-(h) and (i)-(l)
Affinity images ~�þ by  no in (7) and by  un in (9) with none, one (b), two
(b)-(c), and three (b)-(d) oversegmentations, respectively.



4.1 K-Way Segmentation

Let us consider the image segmentation as a labeling
problem in which one label k 2 f1; . . . ; Kg is assigned to
each pixel i. Let ~zk ¼ ½zik�N�1 denote a partitioning vector
with zik ¼ 1 if i belongs to the kth segment and 0 otherwise.
Here, the segmentation criterion of our algorithm FNCut is
same to that of NCut [9]:

minimize C ðZÞ ¼ 1

K

XK
k¼1

~zTk�~zk
~zTkD�~zk

; ð16Þ

subject to � in (11) and ZZT ¼ I, where the partitioning
matrix Z ¼ ½~z1; . . . ;~zK �. If~zk is relaxed to take on real values,
we can minimize (16) by solving the generalized eignevalue
system in (12). Namely, the optimal solution of CðZÞ in (16)
is the subspace spanned by the K smallest generalized
eigenvectors Vk ¼ ½~v1; . . . ;~vK � in (12). As this subspace is
discretized by K-means clustering, our K-way segmenta-
tion is obtained.

Fig. 8 shows an example which illustrates our K-way
segmentation. The four smallest eigenvectors in (12) are
shown in Figs. 8b, 8c, 8d, and 8e. The 2-4 way partitions in

Figs. 8f, 8g, and 8h are obtained using the 2-4 different
eigenvectors, respectively. Fig. 9 presents one example of
our multilayer segmentation. The three oversegmentations
in Figs. 9b, 9c, and 9d contain some incorrect regions since
some parts of an airplane have a similar color distribution
as the sky in Fig. 9a. Nevertheless, our multilayer approach
produces an impressive final segmentation in Fig. 9e.
Further, as depicted in Figs. 9e, 9f, 9g, and 9h the
segmentation results at different layers are very similar to
one another. This finding is attributed to the label
continuity between two nodes at different layers, which is
enforced by our segmentation criterion in (16) based on the
full affinity matrix between all pixels and all regions.

4.2 Hierarchical Segmentation

The generalized eigenvectors f~v1; . . . ;~vKg in (12) corre-
sponding to the K smallest eigenvalues 0 ¼ �1 � �2 � � � � �
�K can be used for contour detection since the eigenvectors
themselves carry contour information [25]. Treating each
eigenvector ~vk as an image, ~vk is convolved with Gaussian
directional derivative filters at multiple orientations f	g for
obtaining the oriented signals fr	~vkg. By combining the
contour signals in the different eigenvectors, the boundary
detector fPb based on spectral analysis of our full affinity
matrix � is defined as

fPbð	Þ ¼
XK
k¼2

1ffiffiffiffiffi
�k
p � r	~vk; ð17Þ

where the weighting by the eigenvalue �k is motivated by
the physical interpretation of the generalized eigenvalue
problem as a mass-spring system [38].

From the contour signals obtained by fPb in (17), our
algorithm fPb-OWT-UCM can produce a hierarchical
segmentation result as follows: Similarly as in [33], we first
generate the nonoverlapped regions based on these contour
signals by using the OWT [34], and then construct a
hierarchy of regions in the UCM [35]. This procedure can be
seen as generic machinery for going from the contours to a
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Fig. 8. Overview of our K-way segmentation algorithm FNCut. (a) Test image. (b)-(e) The four smallest eigenvectors f~v1; . . . ;~v4g in (12). The first
eigenvector in (b) is very close to a constant vector. (f)-(h) The K-way segmentation results (K ¼ 2, 3, and 4).

Fig. 9. Example of multilayer segmentation by FNCut. (a) Test image.
(b)-(d) The three oversegmentations by varying the parameters of the
MShift algorithm. (e)-(h) Our K-way segmentations at each layer (a)-(d),
respectively (K ¼ 20).

Fig. 7. Comparison of spectral analysis with respect to the sparse matrix
� and our full affinity matrix �. (a) Test images. (b) The average running
times to solve the generalized eigenvalue problem in (12) by
MATLAB 7.13 on a quad-core 3.3 GHz desktop as a function of the
number of pixels (K ¼ 5). (c)-(d) and (e)-(f) The second and third
smallest eigenvectors by solving the standard generalized eigenvalue
problem ðD��Þ~vk ¼ �kD~vk and the proposed problem in (12) based on
the affinity matrices � and �, respectively.



hierarchical region tree. Fig. 10 shows an example which
illustrates our hierarchical segmentation. The UCM result in
Fig. 10c is expressed as a region tree, which preserves the
quality of contours, extracted by fPb in Fig. 10b. Therefore,
the segmentation result at any scale can be easily retrieved
by thresholding the UCM at that scale, such as in Figs. 10d,
10e, 10f, 10g, and 10h.

5 EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Parameter Setting

To construct our multilayer graph, we initially generate the
regions by the unsupervised image segmentation methods
such as graph-based image segmentation (GBIS) [10] and
MShift [1], which attempt to partition image pixels into
components such that the resulting segmentation is neither
too coarse nor too fine. Fig. 11 shows our spectral
segmentation results using two different oversegmentation
methods: GBIS and MShift. The oversegmentations by
MShift in Figs. 11g, 11h, and 11i better detect thin elongated
parts such as the ski and ski pole, and contain fewer
superfluous regions around the object boundaries than
those by GBIS in Figs. 11b, 11c, and 11d. Therefore, we used
MShift as the oversegmentation method in our algorithms.

The MShift method needs two bandwidth parameters
ðhs; hrÞ for the spatial and range domains, respectively. In
this paper, three region-based layers with the different sets
of two MShift parameters were obtained. Now, we consider
the selection of parameters ðhs; hrÞ. Fig. 12 shows our
segmentation results by changing this selection. If multiple
region-based layers of quite different scales in Figs. 12c, 12d,
and 12e are used, our segmentation results in Figs. 12i, 12j,
12k, and 12l mainly depend on the quality of the largest-
scale region-based layer in Fig. 12e, namely, some objects
whose boundaries exist in Fig. 12e can be well detected such
as “dock” (top) and “car” (bottom) in Figs. 12i, 12j, 12k, and

12l. By contrast, if the boundaries of the object parts are
missing in Fig. 12e, finding their exact boundaries is very
difficult such as “boat” (top) and “tree” (bottom) in Figs. 12i,
12j, 12k, and 12l. To make up for this large-scale limitation,
similar small-scale region-based layers are used, such as in
Figs. 12f, 12g, and 12h. Since they give multiple object
boundary candidates, the object details appear on the results
in Figs. 12m, 12n, 12o, and 12p by increasing the number of
segments K for K-way segmentation or by decreasing a
threshold for hierarchical segmentation. In our experiments,
we set ðhs; hrÞ ¼ fð5; 7Þ; ð7; 5Þ; ð7; 7Þg empirically.

Note that our affinity model has two parameters: the
interlayer edge weight � in (6) and the balanced weight c
in (11). Fig. 13 shows the variation in affinity images with
respect to these two parameters. With a larger � , the
region consistency is more emphasized and the affinities
are more discretized on the region boundaries, as shown
in the top row of Fig. 13. With a smaller � , the affinities
are more oversmoothed around the user-given point. With
a larger c, the fitting constraint is more emphasized and
the only affinities within a smaller distance are presented
as shown in the bottom row of Fig. 13. With a smaller c,
long-range connections around the user-given point are
more emphasized. The parameters �; c 2 f10�1; 10�3; 10�5g
were experimentally chosen and set � ¼ 10�3 and c ¼ 10�5

for all test images.

5.2 Measurements

For quantitative comparison, the following four measures

are used:

1. F-measure: The traditional F-measure (F) is the
harmonic mean of precision and recall as follows:

F ¼ 2 � Precision � Recall

PrecisionþRecall
; ð18Þ
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Fig. 10. Overview of our hierarchical segmentation algorithm fPb-OWT-UCM. (a) Test image. (b) Maximal response of contour signals by fPb in (17).
(c) Region tree in the UCM. (d)-(h) Segmentations produced by thresholding the UCM in (c) at level 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5, respectively.

Fig. 11. Comparison of oversegmentations by GBIS [10] and MShift [1] for spectral segmentation. (a) Test images. (b)-(d) and (g)-(i) The three
different oversegmentations by GBIS and MShift, respectively. (e) and (j) K-way segmentations using the regions in (b)-(d) and (g)-(i), respectively
(top: K ¼ 10, bottom: K ¼ 20). (f) and (k) Hierarchical segmentations using the regions in (b)-(d) and (g)-(i), respectively.



where Precision is the number of correct results
divided by the number of all returned results and
Recall is the number of correct results divided by the
number of results that should have been returned. The
F score reaches its best value at 1 and worst score at 0.

2. Segmentation covering: The overlap between two
regions R and R0 is defined as

OðR;R0Þ ¼ jR \R
0j

jR [R0j : ð19Þ

This measure has been used for the evaluation of the
pixel-wise classification task in recognition [39]. We
define the covering (Covering) of a segmentation S
by a ground-truth segmentation T as

CoveringðT ! SÞ ¼ 1

jXj
X
R2S
jRj �max

R02T
OðR;R0Þ; ð20Þ

where X is a set of pixels in the image. Similarly, the
covering of a machine segmentation S by a family of
ground-truth segmentations fTig is defined by first
covering S separately with each human segmentation
Ti and then averaging over the different humans.

3. Probabilistic Rand Index (PRI): The Rand Index
(RI) [40] between test and ground-truth segmenta-
tion is calculated by the sum of the number of pairs

of pixels that have the same label and those that have
different labels in both segmentations, divided by
the total number of pairs of pixels. The probabilistic
rand index, a variant of RI, has been proposed for
dealing with the case of multiple ground-truth
segmentations [41]. The PRI amounts to averaging
the RI among different ground-truth segmentations.

4. Variation of Information (VI): The Variation of
Information score was introduced for the purpose of
clustering comparison [42]. The VI measures the
distance between a segmentation S and a ground-
truth segmentation T in terms of their average
conditional entropy given by

VIðS;T Þ ¼ HðSÞ þHðT Þ � 2IðS;T Þ; ð21Þ

where Hð�Þ and Ið�Þ represent, respectively, the
entropies and mutual information between two
segmentations S and T . In the presence of several
ground-truth segmentations fTig, we average the VI
among different ground-truth segmentations.

The segmentation is viewed better if VI is smaller or the
other three are larger.

5.3 Results

Our spectral segmentation algorithms: FNCut for K-way
segmentation and fPb-OWT-UCM for hierarchical segmen-
tation, are quantitatively evaluated on two Berkeley image
datasets: BSDS3001 and BSDS500.2 The BSDS300 (or
BSDS500) dataset consists of 200 (or 300) training images
and 100 (or 200) test images. The above-mentioned
measures are performed on the test images. More visual
segmentation results are then given on the MSRC object
recognition database.3

In the experiments, a single segmentation that involves a
choice of scale as output is produced. The optimal scale is
chosen according to the following two conditions: optimal
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Fig. 13. Examples of our affinity images with respect to the variation of
parameters � (top row, c ¼ 10�5) and c (bottom row, � ¼ 10�3) in (6) and
(11), respectively.

Fig. 12. Examples of our segmentation results using different region-based layers Y produced by MShift in the multilayer graph G. (a) Test images.
(b) Ground-truth boundaries. (c)-(e) and (f)-(h) The three oversegmentations in accordance with the different sets of the MShift parameters
ðhs; hrÞ ¼ fð5; 7Þ; ð10; 15Þ; ð15; 25Þg and ðhs; hrÞ ¼ fð5; 7Þ; ð7; 5Þ; ð7; 7Þg, respectively. (i)-(k) and (m)-(o) 20/30/40-way segmentations using the region-
based layers (c)-(e) and (f)-(h), respectively. (l) and (p) Hierarchical segmentations using the region-based layers (c)-(e) and (f)-(h), respectively.

1. http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/projects/vision/bsds.
2. http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/Research/Projects/CS/vision/

grouping/resources.html.
3. http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/objectclassrecognition.



dataset scale (ODS) and optimal image scale (OIS). The
former is to use a fixed parameter for all images in the
dataset. The latter is to select the optimal parameter by an
oracle on a per-image basis. The scale parameter is the
number of segments K 2 f2; 3; . . . ; 40g for K-way segmen-
tation or a threshold in range of ½0; 1� for hierarchical
segmentation.

5.3.1 Boundary Quality

In our experiments, we report three different boundary
quantities for each algorithm: the best F on the dataset for a
fixed scale (ODS), the aggregate F on the dataset for the best
scale in each image (OIS), and the average precision (AP) on
the full recall range. Table 1 shows these quantities for the
BSDS300 and BSDS500 datasets. To provide a basis of
comparison, the seven existing image segmentation algo-
rithms are reported: one K-way spectral method (MNCut
[18]), three region merging methods (MShift [1], GBIS [10],
SWA [43]), and three contour-based methods (Canny-OWT-
UCM, mPb-OWT-UCM [35], gPb-OWT-UCM [33]) which
make the UCM from the contour signals produced by
Canny, multiscale boundary detector (mPb) [44], and gPb
[25], respectively. Fig. 14 displays the full precision-recall
curves on two BSDS datasets.

In Table 1, our algorithms FNCut and fPb-OWT-UCM
better detect the object boundaries than other nonlearning
methods: MNCut, MShift, GBIS, SWA, and Canny-OWT-
UCM. Particularly, fPb-OWT-UCM has better performance
than FNCut since the K-way segmentation algorithms such
as FNCut often make large uniform regions in which the
eigenvectors vary smoothly broken up. However, the
segmentation results by fPb-OWT-UCM have poorer
boundary quality than those by mPb-OWT-UCM and gPb-
OWT-UCM, which are learned using the training images
and their corresponding ground-truth segmentations. To
improve our performance, we additionally propose a
learning-based method cPb-OWT-UCM whose boundary
detector cPb is designed as the combination of two detectors
mPb and fPb using the balancing weights derived from the
training set, similarly to gPb, which is written as a weighted
sum of mPb and its spectral component. Although cPb-
OWT-UCM has a little bit poorer performance than gPb-
OWT-UCM, it has better performance than mPb-OWT-UCM
by adding our globalization machinery. Fig. 15 gives a visual

comparison of our algorithms: FNCut, fPb-OWT-UCM, and
cPb-OWT-UCM.

5.3.2 Region Quality

Table 2 presents region benchmarks on the BSDS300 and
BSDS500 datasets using three measures: Covering, PRI, and
VI. For each measure, two scores, which correspond to
selecting regions from the segmentation result at a
universal fixed scale (ODS) or a fixed scale per image
(OIS), are reported.
K-way segmentation: In general, the spectral methods

such as NCut [9] and MNCut [18] follow a K-way
segmentation scheme. In Table 2, the proposed K-way
segmentation algorithm FNCut has better region quality
than MNCut. In detail, Fig. 16 shows a comparison of FNCut
with NCut and MNCut on the BSDS datasets by varying a
fixed segment numberK from 5 to 40 (in steps of five). These
experiments prove that FNCut outperforms MNCut, which
indirectly considers long-range connections in a multiscale
framework, as well as NCut in all cases. Fig. 17 shows a more
visual comparison of segmentation results on the MSRC
database. Compared with NCut and MNCut, FNCut
produces perceptually high-quality segmentations which
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Fig. 14. Boundary benchmarks on the BSDS300 (top) and BSDS500
(bottom) datasets. In the box, several segmentation approaches are
ranked according to their maximum F score in (18) with respect to
human ground-truth boundaries. Iso-F curves are shown in green.
Average agreement between human subjects is indicated by the
green dot.

TABLE 1
Boundary Benchmarks on the

BSDS300 and BSDS500 Datasets

Results for 10 different segmentation algorithms are given. The F
scores when choosing an optimal scale for the entire dataset (ODS) or
per image (OIS), as well as the average precision (AP). The best three
results are highlighted in colors: red, green, and blue in descending
order.



detect large textured regions as well as elongated object parts
by considering the well-defined full pairwise affinities.

Hierarchical segmentation: Unlike the state-of-the-art
learning-based methods mPb-OWT-UCM [35] and
gPb-OWT-UCM [33], our algorithm fPb-OWT-UCM works

without training. In spite of that, the regions produced by
fPb-OWT-UCM have better quality than those by mPb-
OWT-UCM and a little poorer quality than those by gPb-
OWT-UCM in Table 2. By additionally using local
edge information in mPb, another proposed hierarchical
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Fig. 15. Example segmentations by our algorithms: FNCut, fPb-OWT-UCM, and cPb-OWT-UCM. (a) Test images. (b), (d) and (f) Segmentation
results by FNCut, fPb-OWT-UCM, and cPb-OWT-UCM at the optimal dataset scale in terms of F in (18), respectively. (c) and (e) UCMs produced by
fPb-OWT-UCM and cPb-OWT-UCM, respectively. (g) Human boundaries in multiple ground-truth segmentations.

TABLE 2
Region Benchmarks on the BSDS300 and BSDS500 Datasets

sPb is the boundary detector based on spectral analysis of a sparse affinity matrix such as the weight matrix �.



segmentation algorithm cPb-OWT-UCM achieves the best
performance in region benchmarks. Fig. 18 compares our
algorithms: fPb-OWT-UCM and cPb-OWT-UCM, with gPb-
OWT-UCM on the BSDS500 dataset. The region hierarchy
produced by gPb-OWT-UCM conceptually well reflects
the likelihood that each contour is a true boundary when the
contents of a test image contains in training images, but
the regions usually have oversmoothed boundaries. On the
other hand, fPb-OWT-UCM provides the regions which
preserve object details by directly incorporating the full-
range connections, but it may fail to separate the object parts
with similar color distributions. By combining advantages
of these two algorithms, cPb-OWT-UCM constructs a
hierarchy of object parts with detailed boundaries well.

5.3.3 Affinity Quality

We first consider that the sparse weight matrix � in our
multilayer graph, instead of the full matrix �, is directly
used as the affinity matrix in the spectral segmentation
algorithms. The performance of NCut and sPb-OWT-UCM
under this condition is less optimal than that of our
algorithms FNCut and fPb-OWT-UCM in Table 2. This
comparison demonstrates the advantage of using a full
affinity alone. We also evaluate the performance of the SSL
function  no in (7), instead of  un in (9), in our algorithms
FNCut and fPb-OWT-UCM. In Table 2, we know that the
function  un is quantitatively more suited than  no for the
affinity estimation in spectral segmentation.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper deals with two types of spectral segmentation
algorithms: K-way segmentation and hierarchical
segmentation. Our work is novel in that it sheds under-
standing on the full pairwise affinities gained in integrating
local grouping cues by taking the SSL strategy. Since these

well-defined affinities are directly embedded in our
spectral segmentation algorithms FNCut and fPb-OWT-
UCM without any approximation, our algorithms produce
high-quality segmentation results with object details in
natural images. Further, despite the use of full affinities,
their spectral analysis is computationally very efficient.
Finally, in case of hierarchical segmentation, by simply
combining local and spectral contour signals, the advanced
algorithm cPb-OWT-UCM can achieve the best perfor-
mance in region benchmarks.
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Fig. 16. Statistics of our K-way segmentation method FNCut on
Covering, PRI, and VI over the BSDS300 and BSDS500 datasets with
K ¼ f5; 10; . . . ; 40g, compared with the general spectral methods NCut
and MNCut.

Fig. 17. Visual comparison of our algorithm FNCut with the general K-
way spectral methods NCut [9] and MNCut [18] on the MSRC database.
(a) Test images. (b)-(d) Segmentation results by NCut, MNCut, and
FNCut, respectively.



To produce an ideal segmentation result, an optimal scale
should be chosen. Therefore, our future work will deal with
automatic estimation of the optimal scale. To improve the
performance of our algorithms, a more effective graph or SSL
function also needs to be designed for affinity estimation.
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